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.even it he had not the slightest knowledge of this language, because they are identical in English
and in German. arm deck grass accent. finger. horn best fish minister bring gas mouse bush glass
nest park. rice sopha. province ring so etc. If instead of learning the pronunciation in the usual way
we take a few of those words which contain all the vowels e.g.--glass; finger, horn, bush, so----they
will givc to the beginner the key to nearly all the German pronunciation, if he is told that the
pronunciation of the letters does not vary in German as in English, but remains unaltered, and if we
add that the w sounds in German like v, he knows at once how to pronounce the following words
which are identical in both languages: hand, man, wash, west, wild, sand, religion, violin, vision,
wunder, music, rose, hunger,...
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This is an remarkable publication that I have ever read. Indeed, it is actually engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I am just happy
to inform you that this is the best publication i have got go through during my personal lifestyle and may be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Toby B a um ba ch-- Toby B a um ba ch

I actually started out reading this book. It can be packed with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this ebook from my dad and i suggested this book to
understand.
-- Pr of . B a r ney Ha r r is-- Pr of . B a r ney Ha r r is
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